The nature of the pseudogap phase of cuprates remains a major puzzle 1,2 . One of its new signatures is a large negative thermal Hall conductivity κ xy , which appears for dopings p below the pseudogap critical doping p*, but whose origin is as yet unknown 3 . Because this large κ xy is observed even in the undoped Mott insulator La 2 CuO 4 , it cannot come from charge carriers, these being localized at p = 0.
In cuprates, a large negative κ xy signal was observed at low temperature inside the pseudogap phase, i.e. for dopings p < p* (ref. 3). Because it persists down to p = 0, in the Mott insulator state, this negative κ xy cannot come from charge carriers. Therefore, it must come either from spin-related excitations (possibly topological, as in ref. 19) or from phonons. To distinguish between these two types of heat carriers, we adopt a simple approach: we measure the thermal Hall conductivity for a heat current along the c axis, normal to the CuO 2 planes, a direction in which only phonons move easily 4 (see Methods). (Fig. 1a ).
The fact that the thermal Hall conductivity is as large across the CuO 2 planes as within is compelling evidence that the carriers of heat responsible for the thermal Hall effect in La 2 CuO 4 are phonons. Indeed, any excitation of electronic origin (carrying charge or spin) is expected to be much more mobile within the CuO 2 planes as opposed to across planes (see Methods).
Next, we turn to the hole-doped cuprate La 1.6-x Nd 0.4 Sr x CuO 4 (Nd-LSCO), whose phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2a . The pseudogap phase boundary T*(p) ends at a T = 0 critical point p* = 0.23, as determined by both transport 20 and photoemission (ARPES; ref. 21) measurements. At p = 0.24, just above p*, the in-plane thermal Hall conductivity κ xy of Nd-LSCO was found to be positive at all T (Fig. 1b ) and in good agreement with the Wiedemann-Franz law, namely κ xy / T = L 0 σ xy as T → 0, where L 0 = (π 2 /3)(k B / e) 2 (ref. 3). Using a sample cut from the same large crystal, we measured κ zy and found that κ zy (T) = 0 at all T, below 100 K (Fig. 1b) . Combined with the fact that the Wiedemann-Franz law is satisfied for J // a, our data for J // c show that phonons in Nd-LSCO have no Hall effect at p = 0.24, for any direction.
(Note that the contribution of charge carriers to κ zy (T) is extremely small -see Methods.) In other words, phonons have no chirality outside the pseudogap phase.
In the related material La 1.8-x Eu 0.2 Sr x CuO 4 (Eu-LSCO), also with p* = 0.23 (ref. 22) , we again find that κ zy (T) = 0 at p = 0.24 > p* (Fig. 1d ). We stress that our data showing κ zy (T) = 0 down to 10 K (on two separate samples) demonstrate that our measurement technique does not introduce any spurious background Hall signal (see Methods). In other words, any thermal Hall signal coming from the sample mount is negligible compared to the signal due to the samples.
Inside the pseudogap phase (p < p*), a large negative κ xy was observed at low T in La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 (LSCO) with p = 0.06, Eu-LSCO with p = 0.08, Bi 2 Sr 2-x La x CuO 6+δ with x = 0.2, and Nd-LSCO with p = 0.20, 0.21 and 0. 22 (ref. 3). In Fig. 1c , we reproduce the published κ xy data for Nd-LSCO with p = 0.21, seen to go negative below 25 K -in contrast to σ xy , which remains positive down to T → 0 (refs. 3,20) . In the same figure, we report our data for κ zy measured in Nd-LSCO with p = 0.21. We see that in striking contrast with p = 0.24, we now have a sizable (negative) κ zy signal.
We summarize our κ zy measurements in Fig. 2b . At p = 0.24, just outside the 5 pseudogap phase (p > p*; Fig. 2a ), κ zy (T) = 0 and phonons have no chirality.
At p = 0.21, just inside the pseudogap phase (p < p*; Fig. 2a ), κ zy (T) << 0 and phonons have suddenly acquired chirality. This new phonon Hall effect grows in strength with decreasing doping, being largest at p = 0, in La 2 CuO 4 . We therefore have two key findings: the large negative thermal Hall signal in cuprates is carried by phonons and the phonons become chiral only once they enter the pseudogap phase. Nd-LSCO with p = 0.21. We see that the fits are excellent, down to T ~ T 0 ~ 15 K.
This supports the scenario of phonons with Berry curvature (below p*).
Further experimental and theoretical work is needed to identify the microscopic mechanism responsible for the chirality of phonons in the pseudogap phase. Note that it cannot simply be the skew scattering of phonons from impurities. Indeed, while skew scattering of phonons by magnetic impurities can produce a thermal Hall effect 16, 23 , typically very small (orders of magnitude smaller than that found in La 2 CuO 4 ), this extrinsic impurity-related mechanism cannot apply here since for the same Nd-LSCO material (with the same impurities) we find zero thermal Hall effect when p > p*.
Also, changing non-magnetic Eu ions for magnetic Nd ions in La 2-y-x RE y Sr x CuO 4 6 (RE=Eu,Nd), at p = 0.24, still yields zero phonon Hall signal. What is needed is a qualitative change below p* in the intrinsic coupling of phonons to their environment.
Interestingly, a recent ARPES study in the cuprate Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+δ saw a rapid increase in the coupling of phonons to electrons upon crossing below p* (ref. 24) .
A large κ xy signal due to phonons was recently observed in SrTiO 3 , but not in the related material KTaO 3 , where κ xy (T) ≈ 0 below 100 K (ref. 18 ). This striking difference was attributed to the presence of structural domains in SrTiO 3 , absent in KTaO 3 . Exactly how structural domains can generate a Hall effect is still unclear 25 , but this mechanism cannot be responsible for the phonon Hall effect in Nd-LSCO. Indeed, there is no change in the crystal structure of Nd-LSCO between p = 0.21 and p = 0.24both are in the so-called LTT phase (see Methods).
A large κ xy signal due to phonons was observed in multiferroic materials like 
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Fig. 1 | Thermal Hall conductivity of cuprates at three different dopings.
Thermal Hall conductivity versus temperature in a field of magnitude H = 15 T, plotted as κ ny / T vs T for two heat current directions, J // a (n = x; blue) and J // c (n = z; red) in a) La 2 CuO 4 (p = 0), b) Nd-LSCO with p = 0.24, c) Nd-LSCO with p = 0.21, and d) Eu-LSCO with p = 0.21. All lines are a guide to the eye. The κ xy data are from ref. 3;
in Nd-LSCO, they were taken in 18 T, and so are multiplied here by a factor 15/18. Nd-LSCO with p = 0.21 (blue), and Nd-LSCO with p = 0.24 (green). oxygen -two contacts for the heat current, two for the longitudinal temperature difference ΔT n (n = x or z) and two for the transverse temperature difference ΔT y (Extended Data Fig. 1 ). The sample was glued on a copper heat sink (Extended Data The experiment is performed in a fixed magnetic field. A positive field H = +15 T is applied at T = 100 K and the sample is then cooled down to T ~ 5 K. At fixed field, the temperature is increased in steps, and the system is stabilized at each temperature point.
For each point, the background voltages across all thermocouples in the absence of applied heat are carefully measured. Then heat is applied and, once the sample has reached thermal equilibrium, the thermocouple voltages are measured again.
By subtracting the background voltages from the corresponding heat-on voltages, we can reliably extract the intrinsic response of the sample. We repeat this procedure at each temperature point from ~ 5 K to 100 K. Once the entire temperature range is covered at positive field, the field is inverted at T = 100 K, to its negative value H = -15 T, and the system is cooled down to ~ 5 K. We then repeat the whole procedure, under otherwise identical conditions. As always in a Hall measurement, the Fig. 1a ). The longitudinal thermal conductivity along the x axis is given by
where L x is the separation (along x) between the two points at which T+ and T-are measured, w y is the width of the sample (along y) and t z its thickness (along z // c). By applying a magnetic field H along the c axis of the crystal (along z), normal to the CuO 2 planes, one generates a transverse temperature difference ΔT y (Extended Data Fig. 1a ). The in-plane thermal Hall conductivity is defined as κ xy = -κ yy (ΔT y / ΔT x ) (L x / w y ), where κ yy is the longitudinal thermal conductivity along the y axis. Here, we can take κ yy = κ xx , as all samples are either twinned or tetragonal.
Out-of-plane heat current (J // c).
For the measurements of κ zy presented here, the heat current J was sent along the c axis of the single crystal (along z), so perpendicular to the CuO 2 planes, generating a longitudinal temperature difference ΔT z = T+ -T-(Extended Data Fig. 1b ). By applying a magnetic field H along the a axis of the crystal (along x), so parallel to the CuO 2 planes, one generates a transverse temperature difference ΔT y (Extended Data Fig. 1b ). The longitudinal thermal conductivity along the z axis is given by κ zz = (J / ΔT z ) (L z / w y t x ), where L z is the separation (along z) between the two points at which T+ and T-are measured, w y is the width of the sample (along y) and t x its thickness (along x // a). The out-of-plane thermal Hall conductivity is defined as κ zy = -κ yy (ΔT y / ΔT z ) (L z / w y ), where κ yy is the longitudinal thermal conductivity along the y axis (again taken to be equal to κ xx ).
LONGITUDINAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
As reported previously 4 , we find that La 2 CuO 4 has a nearly isotropic longitudinal thermal conductivity at low temperature (Extended Data Fig. 2) . Indeed, κ xx / κ zz = κ a / κ c ~ 0.8 at T = 25 K. At higher temperature, thermally excited magnons contribute to heat transport in La 2 CuO 4 , but only within the plane, and κ a grows to exceed κ c (ref. 4). So at low temperature, where phonons dominate the heat transport, the conductivity of phonons is nearly isotropic.
In Nd-LSCO, we also find that the phonon conductivity is nearly isotropic, as can be deduced from the data in Extended Data Fig. 3 . Once we remove the contribution of mobile charge carriers, as done in panels 3b and 3d using the Wiedemann-Franz law, we have κ xx / κ zz = κ a / κ c ~ 1.2 and 1.3 at T = 25 K, for p = 0.21 and p = 0.24, respectively.
Note that the electrical conductivity, and therefore also the electronic thermal conductivity from charge carriers, is highly anisotropic, with σ xx / σ zz = ρ zz / ρ xx ~ 250 in Nd-LSCO at p = 0.24 (from ref. 33 ).
ANISOTROPY OF THE ELECTRONIC HALL CONDUCTIVITY
In Extended Data Fig. 4 , we show the anisotropy of the electrical Hall conductivity in Nd-LSCO at p = 0.24, plotted as L 0 σ ny vs T, for n = x (blue) and n = z (red). We see that there is an anisotropy comparable to that found in the longitudinal conductivity, namely σ xy / σ zy ~ 250. We expect that any excitation of electronic origin, arising from either charge or spin degrees of freedom, would yield a similarly strong anisotropy in both its longitudinal and transverse thermal conductivities. For that reason, we attribute the nearly isotropic thermal Hall conductivity found in La 2 CuO 4 to phonons.
WIEDEMANN-FRANZ LAW FOR CURRENTS NORMAL TO THE PLANES
In Nd-LSCO with p = 0.24, the maximal contribution of charge carriers to κ zy (T) can be estimated using the Wiedemann-Franz law, namely κ zy / T ≤ L 0 σ zy , where (Fig. 1b) . In Extended Data Fig. 5d , we see that this maximal electronic κ zy is within the noise of our measured κ zy . Any phonon contribution to κ zy in 13 Nd-LSCO at p = 0.24 must therefore be smaller than | κ zy / T | ~ 0.01 mW / K 2 m, at T = 10 K. This is smaller than the measured | κ zy / T | in Nd-LSCO at p = 0.21 by a factor ~ 100. In other words, the thermal Hall response of phonons in Nd-LSCO undergoes an increase of at least 100-fold immediately upon crossing below p*.
FIELD DEPENDENCE OF THE CONDUCTIVITIES
In Extended Data Fig. 6 , we show how κ zz and κ zy vary with the strength of the applied field, for three of our samples, by plotting : 1) κ zz vs T at H = 0, 10 and 15 T; 2) κ zy / (T H) vs T at H = 10 and 15 T. In all cases, the field dependence of the thermal conductivity κ zz is very small, and the thermal Hall conductivity κ zy is essentially linear in H.
BACKGROUND SIGNAL FROM THE SAMPLE MOUNT
Because in our experimental set-up the sample was attached to a block of copper serving as the heat sink (Extended Data Fig. 1 Secondly, the fact that our c-axis data on Nd-LSCO and Eu-LSCO with p = 0.24 yield | κ zy / T | < 0.01 mW / K 2 m for all temperatures up to at least 100 K (red, Figs. 1b and   1d ) shows that the signal from Cu is smaller than the noise in our measurement.
Thirdly, we have carried out a test study whereby a cuprate sample was measured first in the usual way, using a Cu block to which the sample was glued with Ag paste, and then re-measured using a block of LiF (an insulator known to generate no thermal Hall signal) to which the sample was glued with GE varnish. All other aspects of the experiment were kept the same in the two measurements (contacts, wires, heater, thermometers, electronics). The thermal Hall signal obtained in the two separate ways was identical, within error bars, i.e. κ xy (T) was fully reproduced all the way from 10 K to 100 K. This test data will be reported in a separate paper (M.-E. Boulanger et al., in preparation). The smallness of the contamination from the Cu block is largely due to the mounting geometry whereby the main (longitudinal) temperature gradient in the Cu block is perpendicular to the main (longitudinal) temperature gradient in the sample (Extended Data Fig. 1 ).
PRIOR ARGUMENTS AGAINST A PHONON SCENARIO
In ref. 3, it was considered unlikely that phonons could be responsible for the large negative thermal Hall signal κ xy found in cuprates based on two observations. First, the longitudinal phonon thermal conductivity κ xx couples very weakly to the magnetic field.
Specifically, κ xx changes at most by 0.5 % in 15 T, and the maximal ratio κ xy / κ xx is also about 0.5 %. This is much smaller than in multiferroics 17 , for example, where phonons are thought to be responsible for the thermal Hall effect. This weak field dependence of κ xx in cuprates is now one aspect of the phenomenology that needs to be understood.
The second observation is that the phonon part of the longitudinal thermal conductivity κ xx increases upon crossing below p* (ref.
3), as opposed to the decrease one might expect if some new scattering mechanism of phonons (causing the chirality) appears in the pseudogap phase. An increase in κ xx is natural in view of the large drop in the charge carrier density of Nd-LSCO below p* (ref. 20) , which means that phonons become less scattered by electrons. So a putative extra scattering mechanism would have to overcompensate for the electron-phonon effect. At this stage, the quantitative aspects of these two scattering mechanisms are unknown. Also, it may be that a scattering mechanism is not really what confers chirality to phonons in the pseudogap phase. They may instead acquire a Berry curvature, for example, which may not have a large effect on κ xx .
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF Nd-LSCO
At low temperature, the material La 1.6-x Nd 0.4 Sr x CuO 4 adopts the so-called low-temperature tetragonal (LTT) crystal structure, for a range of Sr concentrations that extends down to at least x = 0.10 and up to at least x = 0. 25 (ref. 34) . At x = 0.20 and x = 0.25, x-ray diffraction detects the structural transition into the LTT phase upon cooling at T LTT ~ 70 K and 50 K (ref. 34) , respectively (Extended Data Fig. 7a ).
At temperatures above T LTT , the structural phase is labeled LTO1 (low-temperature orthorhombic), with transitions at T LT01 ~ 250 K and 150 K, for x = 0.20 and x = 0.25, respectively.
So our two Nd-LSCO samples with nominal Sr concentrations x = 0.21 and x = 0.25, refined to p = 0.21 ± 0.003 and p = 0.24 ± 0.005, are both expected to have the same crystal structure below 150 K. We have confirmed this by performing dilatometry measurements of the sample length L vs temperature T in Nd-LSCO samples with p = 0.21 (the actual sample in which κ zy was measured) and p = 0.24 (a sample cut immediately next to the sample in which κ zy was measured). The data are shown in Extended Data Fig. 7b , plotted as dL / dT vs T. A clear anomaly is observed in both samples at the structural transition, with transition temperatures T LTT ~ 82 ± 5 K at p = 0.21 and T LTT ~ 45 ± 10 K at p = 0.24.
This confirms that there is no structural difference between our two Nd-LSCO samples, with p = 0.21 and p = 0.24. Therefore, this rules out the possibility that the large phonon Hall effect observed at p = 0.21, completely absent at p = 0.24, is due to structural domain boundaries that scatter phonons, as proposed for SrTiO 3 (ref. 18 ), or to any other structural feature.
Data availability. The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. Thermal conductivity κ nn versus temperature in a field of magnitude H = 15 T, plotted as κ nn / T vs T, for a) Nd-LSCO with p = 0.21 and b) Nd-LSCO with p = 0.24, for heat current directions J // a (n = x; blue) and J // c (n = z; red). In panels c) and d), the thermal conductivity of charge carriers is subtracted, using the Wiedemann-Franz law to estimate its magnitude (see ref.
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3). The longitudinal thermal conductivity of phonons at low temperature is nearly isotropic, with κ xx / κ zz = κ a / κ c ~ 1.2 and 1.3 at T = 25 K, for p = 0.21 and p = 0.24, respectively.
Extended Data Fig. 4 | Anisotropy of electrical Hall conductivity in Nd-LSCO.
Electrical Hall conductivity σ ny versus temperature in a field of magnitude H = 15 T, plotted as L 0 σ ny vs T, for Nd-LSCO with p = 0.24, for heat current directions J // a (n = x; blue) and J // c (n = z; red). The data for σ zy are multiplied by a factor 250.
We use the approximate relation σ zy = ρ zy / (ρ zz ρ xx ), with ρ zz and ρ xx data taken from plotted as its derivative dL / dT vs T, measured in our c-axis sample of Nd-LSCO with p = 0.21 (blue) and in a sample of Nd-LSCO cut from the same large single crystal as, and next to, our c-axis sample of Nd-LSCO with p = 0.24 (green). The dip in the curves marks the structural phase transition from the LTO1 phase above to the LTT phase below the transition temperature T LTT , where T LTT = 82 ± 5 K at p = 0.21 and T LTT = 45 ± 10 K at p = 0.24. These data confirm that our two Nd-LSCO samples, with p = 0.21 and p = 0.24, have the same crystal structure. This shows that all the differences observed in their properties, in particular the dramatic difference in their thermal Hall conductivity κ zy (Fig. 1) , are not due to a difference in structural properties.
Instead, these differences are linked with the onset of the pseudogap phase at p* = 0.23. 
